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Last updated on June 2, 2020What is a CPAP nightstand? First, it is important for a person with sleep apnea to have one of these in their possession. With that said, a CPAP bedside table or stand is a piece of furniture that modeled specifically for safe keeping and quick access to a CPAP device. Some are made tall to
resemble a regular chest of drawers while some are made half of this size, all depending on what the individualâ€™ requirements are. Some are even integrated into a piece of furniture that is already present as an existing chest of drawers or in the side of the bed, given the compatibility. Mahon CPAP Nightstand with
moisture-resistant surfacesHome sheets styles 5180-42 Arts and Crafts Night, Cottage Oak FinishCountry Pine CPAP Nightstand with moisture-resistant surfacesSolid Black CPAP Nightstand with moisture-resistant surfacesDifferent Designs There are many furniture production companies that have taken an interest in
making these nightstands, but not only that. Just because it's a night stand doesnâ€ ™ doesn't mean it has to be simple and dreary. Some people have gone so far as to get in touch with manufacturers to add their own personal touch, and anything that can easily help access and storage. These personal additions can
come in the form of slide trays on which the device can be pulled all the way up to the bed, so the controls can be easily accessed and the water tank can be easily filled. There are also removable trays that are equipped with snap on parts that are compatible with some mattress models. Some are also designed for a
hand preference. So if the individual is left-handed, the producers can make the necessary adjustments and if they are right-handed, then the bedside table can be made accordingly. In an emergencyA lot of things can happen without warning and having a CPAP device that is handy and easily accessible will prove to be
beneficial for a person at an emergency time. There are times when a person's particular sleep apnea is so bad on a given day that they are unable to travel distances to the first aid kit in the bathroom or even get out of bed for that matter. However, when they are in a position where they need dire assistance and
thereâ€ ™ is possibly no one there to notice the danger, stretching an arm over knowing the CPAP device is right there, and provides ease of mind for any person troubled by sleep apnea. In conclusion, a CPAP bedside table is a good investment and a functional piece of furniture for a sleep apnea patient to have in their
home. It does not take up a lot of space, easily accessible, handy storage, and also minimizes the clutter that can accompany the device depending on the size of the CPAP the patient may have. Very much recommended and this piece of furniture can actually be that the difference between some relief and a good sleep
€ ™ is towards having trouble breathing and not being able to reach the device, which can lead to the person ending up at the hospital. CPAP machines can be cumbersome, unorganized and difficult to store when not in use. Maybe that's why so many people make investments, but then give up using their CPAP
machine after just a few weeks. CPAP machines, also known as continuous positive airway pressure machines according to the National Institutes of Health, use light air pressure to keep an individual's airways open. CpAP machines are used to treat sleep-related breathing disorders, such as sleep apnea and can also
help people stop snoring. The problem comes in the design of the machine. Somewhat bulky, a mask and tubes connected to the engine of the machine, which blows air through the tube. These machines, when left out, are unsightly, and tend to clutter bedside tables, closets, and floors. For many people, CPAP
machines are necessary, even if they are unsightly. This is why users are looking for smart and convenient storage solutions that allow easy use of their CPAP machine, but also solutions that keep it hidden. With this in mind, we wanted to introduce you to a smart and innovative CPAP storage idea: the CPAP
nightstand! to create a Custom CPAP Nightstand Furniture companies are embracing the demand for CPAP nightstands. Many of these bedside tables have a door on the side that folds down to allow the CPAP hose to come through while the machine stays inside. While an ingenious idea, there is no easy way to
provide power to the CPAP unit while it is kept in a bedside table. When the need for power is an afterthought, this often leads to drilling of random and oddly placed holes in furniture. Instead of randomly drilling into new furniture to create access to cable, follow the example of architects, designers, and furniture makers
by installing docking drawer loading sockets in the drawer to create cpap storage in new or existing bedside drawers! Our charging sockets for our Blade and Blade Duo docking drawer provide power to CPAP machines to help drive the unsightly cPAPI cable and device away from your bed. Bonus: You can also use the
new plug in the drawer to charge mobile phones, tablets, Apple watches and other technologies while they charge overnight to further improve sleep! Not sure which outlet will allow you to turn the nightstand into an elegant cpap bedside table? Contact our team for help! We'd be happy we help you select the best
product for your project. An error occurred while processing the request. Simple Solutions 2 LLC, a product development and licensing company, has partnered with Perdue Woodworks, a 47-year-old furniture manufacturer located in Rapid City, SD, to make and sell stylish CPAP storage nightstands. Also, are designed
to organize and hide positive airway pressure therapy equipment and consumables. They feature access openings positioned efficiently on both sides and the back of the bedside table to accommodate air hoses, electrical cables, and power converter. Since both sides of the bedside table have access to the car, it can
be placed on either side of the bed. An adhesive hook attaches to the bedside table to secure the face mask when not in use. The nightstand has a fixed shelf, as well as an 8.5-inch roll-out shelf for easy access to equipment controls and water tank. The nightstand offers ample storage for gallon water containers, tissues
and more. Available online in 3 water-resistant finishes and delivered assembled. Assembled.
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